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Section I – Thesis Proposal 

I. Thesis Statement 

AI systems have been viewed for their most part as intelligent problem solvers. Their design principles 
have been based on solving the problems of a given objective reality. However such a view of AI is 
bound to fail in terms of a child’s learning where a need exists to facilitate the child’s learning process 
and not necessarily present it with known solutions to problems or impart to it a set of specific skills. 
The need is then of designing AI systems which can provide a certain level of stimulus to the child for 
it to explore and interpret the physical world in terms of its internal universe of meaning given the 
child’s playful construction of reality. In other words, providing the child with the basic building blocks 
(e.g. a visuo-tactile understanding of objects and their relationships) that allow for the development 
of its higher mental functions such as creativity and subjunctive thought. Such an approach 
necessarily demands that the focus of design principles should be on the child’s underlying 
mechanisms of learning and not on adding to the complexity of intelligent problem solvers that are 
fitted within the child’s learning environment: an approach that subsequently will allow for a critical 
reflection on how AI systems have been viewed and their possible role as learning facilitators.   

 

II. The Problem 
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Chapters 

 

A. Child Facilitation Problem as approached by current AI research and toy manufacturers 

 

 

 

It is unquestionable that AI practitioners and toy manufacturers have been responsive to the child 

facilitation problem. However given the pressure to present results and serve market needs, they have 

based their design philosophy on answering the questions: How can we satisfy the child’s needs? What 

will be most appealing or fanciful toy that the child can be bought into? How many features can we pack 

into the toy that will please the child? How intelligent can the toy be made to behave? Can we pack a set 

of mathematical teaching skills with the microcontroller memory that we have?  

 

In order to answer these questions, they have utilized the problem solving approach of AI defining the 

child completely in terms of its categories of learning needs. The assumptions have been those of 

defining these needs in terms of problem spaces which if modeled correctly can have generic solutions 

that satisfy a certain target child population. What is disturbing is that they have objectified meaning 

itself in terms of the range of behaviors that are exhibited by the system. The central focus has been 

thus on making the system complex enough by packing as many features into it that are instantiated 

given the occurrence of certain environmental input into the system. At the heart of the system is thus a 
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problem solving machine that allows the system to intelligently adapt itself in the context of the child’s 

problem space. One can clearly see such a design philosophy in today’s smart toys market. The trend has 

been one of selling lovable companions that exhibit an array of predefined socio-emotional behavior 

that appeal to a generic child population. Manufacturers of such smart toys focus on comparing toys in 

terms of microcontroller designs, battery life and cute looks. The best selling smart toy is one that is 

smarter and more aesthetically appealing than the rest and children are bought into it because they are 

socio-emotionally satisfied by having a smart companion. 

 

The problem with such a philosophy is that the focus is really on satisfying the child’s needs by 

increasing the complexity of the system and packing a set of predefined features into it. In other words, 

the focus is on how well the system is able to adapt itself given a set of known and unknown variables. 

What happens in this case is that the child becomes a facilitator for the toy such that the toy begins to 

learn, speak or act by observing and interacting with the child which becomes a manifestation of how 

well the design team has managed to give the toy problem solving abilities.  

 

Within this design philosophy of focusing on the toy, is thus a very little regard to the internal 

mechanisms of learning in the child, as to what are those basic primitives that allow learning in a child to 

really take place. The theoretical considerations of the developmental stages of learning in the child are 

thus not considered or relegated as secondary to satisfying the child’s immediate needs. Quite naturally, 

there has been a lot of internet debate as to whether these smart robotic companions are really making 

learning tick in a child.  

 

Towards this goal of then combining smart toys with a child’s learning, toys have been designed that 

impart a set of specific skills to the child such as spatial and logicomathematical skills. However, 

acquiring such sets of skills is too narrow a consideration of how a child’s learning should really take 

place.  If toys are considered as a child’s window to the world, then the focus should be more on 

facilitating the child’s learning process by giving it a set of basic building blocks of learning from which it 

is able to create its own meaning of things.  

 

Solving the child’s immediate needs or teaching it a set of behaviors and skills will not make learning 

happen. In other words, one needs to think out of AI’s philosophy of fitting an adaptive problem solver 

within the child’s environment. It will simply not work in facilitating the child’s learning. It is important 

to understand that the child is an artist, it does not need satisfaction of needs or specific skill sets – 

what it really needs is a constant creative stimulus, a stimulus through which it is able to internalize 

the external objectivity of the real world in terms of his own universe of meaning and creatively apply 

his thought processes to generate alternative solutions to problems . That is where learning really 

happens. 

 

The reason why the simplicity of Lego blocks is so appealing to the child is because it gives the child the 

basic building blocks to create meaning from simple objects. By stacking a series of blocks together the 

child is able to see walls, houses, people, environments through which he constructs meaning of things 

and the world around him. It is through this process that the child then generates his problem solving 
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skills since he is equipped with a repertoire of generating alternative worlds. Although simple blocks are 

in their very right quite effective, the child’s learning is greatly facilitated when it is  given a certain sense 

of direction on how simple elements may be possibly connected. In other words, the child needs a 

learning facilitator, a facilitator that does not direct the child to create a given set of patterns or tell it 

how things should really be constructed, but provides it with a certain level of stimulus through which 

the child may begin to see meaningful possibilities as opposed to just involving itself in random 

constructions. 

 

Given the above considerations, a need then exists for AI systems to redirect their approach to the child 

facilitation problem. For this, design teams need to critically reflect on whether their systems are really 

facilitating the child’s learning process or just solving the child’s needs and problems. What is required is 

a change of perspectives, that of focusing on the child and not on the complexity of the system . One 

needs to incorporate a theoretical understanding of the developmental stages of the child’s learning,  

those basic mechanisms of learning, the child’s inner thought processes and how it creates meaning 

into the design philosophy, thus taking a broader view of what their systems are really doing. It is only 

after having such an understanding from a theoretical and philosophical standpoint that one will 

know if all that system complexity is really needed or is it just not making sense. 

 

B. Child Facilitation approach that places the focus on the child instead of the system’s complexity 
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Given the discussion in the preceding chapter, the goal of this thesis is then to propose an alternative 

design philosophy to approach the AI child facilitation problem, one that places the child at the center 

of focus and then having critically reflected on its learning processes proposes a project that works 

towards practicing this philosophy. The followed design philosophy is then about changing perspectives, 

as opposed to analyzing the effectiveness of an experimental setup. 

 

The very first step in this approach is one of forwarding the idea that Child learning is not a problem to 

be solved. Since learning is so much a whole than a sum of parts, one cannot really define problem 

spaces that satisfy certain needs or impart specific skills and behaviors. Secondly, Learning is an active 

mental construction of the child that cannot be made available to the assumed modeled behavior of an 

AI system. One cannot really devise a set of behaviors that the system responds with depending on what 

flows into it for such a responsive set of behaviors makes assumptions about how these behaviors 

should be ideally viewed by the child. Thirdly, Learning is incomplete without imparting to the child an 

ability to view things differently, create alternative worlds and solutions, in other words his higher 

mental functions such as creativity and imagination. Fourthly, consider the Child as an artist and the 

creator of its own meaning.  

 

One can clearly see that the basis of this design philosophy is thus on the child and not the system. What 

is then considered is a perspective when the complex behavior of the system gives way to focusing on 

how the child best learns and creates meaning. When one considers much of the literature in 

developmental learning, one begins to see how affording the child with simple learning primitives can 

have a significant impact on the way that it begins to learn. I consider in this design philosophy the 

power of simple imitative gestures that lead to the generation of sensorimotor primitives. When one 

thinks about imitation, one immediately renders it as a dumb mimetic action of copying the other 

person. However imitation is one of the pillars of child learning. Child learning theorists such as Jean 

Piaget and Lev Vygotsky have made significant contributions to forwarding this view. Much of the recent 

scientific evidences such as the works of Meltzoff and Moore and that of mirror neurons have shown 

that imitation is inherently an intrinsic human endowment that allows for the sensorimotor learning of 

the child so that it is able to acquire an internal representation of the external world. It is from these 

sensorimotor primitives afforded by imitation that the child knows what patterns of motor programs to 

execute depending on a given situation. In other words, simple imitation inducing gestures should be a 

part of the design philosophy. These gestures when incorporated in the play of the child will allow it to 

learn from observing the movements of the system, internalize these movement primitives and 

subsequently access and apply them in different situations to create new patterns and meaning.  

 

One can parallel these concepts of learning in imitation with much of what has bee n discussed in the 

literature on embodied cognition. It is within this view of the importance of being present in the physical 

world and learning through one’s sensorimotor faculties that I incorporate into the design philosophy 

the need for an AI facilitator that is embodied in the world of the child and interacts with it as opposed 

to virtual systems which would only allow for learning to take place in terms of abstract mental 

representations of objects and events thereby forwarding the importance of mind over the body. 
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I also consider in this design philosophy the power of simple object and symbolic play through which the 

child is able to acquire a visual, textural, auditory, olfactory or other sensory information of  objects 

in terms of its own representation, an ability that is important for the child’s dissociation of the 

symbol from the symbolized, allowing it to subsequently manipulate these symbols in terms of 

hierarchies, categories and relationships with other symbols. Symbolic play thus allows for the 

generation of the creative abilities of the child and his ability to generate alternative solutions. 

 

Given the citings from developmental literature, this design philosophy also considers the fact that the 

child has a greater tendency to anthropomorphize things and a basic level of structural design that 

incorporates anthropomorphic features should suffice in being able to allow the child to map the 

behavior of an AI facilitator to its own bodily movements, a solution to the problem which is also known 

as the correspondence problem in imitation. Imitation literature suggests that joint attention and goal 

directed behavior are more important considerations than a one-to-one mapping of bodily features. This 

consideration should allow for a reflection on the structural aspects of the AI system. 

 

Finally this design philosophy that focuses on the child as the creator of its own meaning necessitates a 

philosophical discussion on constructivism, an epistemological framework in the theory of learning. 

Constructivism values developmentally-appropriate facilitator-supported learning that is initiated and 

directed by the learner, a path through which educators (facilitators) have begun to approach students 

in constructing meaning of new concepts. Jean Piaget articulated mechanisms by which knowledge is  

internalized by learners. He suggested that through processes of accommodation and assimilation, 

individuals construct new knowledge from their experiences. Piaget has argued that these processes are 

facilitated through imitation and play. Constructivist theories view learning as an active, social process 

involving a dynamic interaction between the task, facilitator and learner. They place importance on the 

fact that knowledge should not be divided into different subjects or compartments, but should be 

discovered as an integrated whole and that learners should constantly be challenged with tasks, also 

known as the zone of proximal development in Vygotskian literature (i.e. the distance between the 

actual and potential developmental level of the child). 

 

I have argued in the preceding two chapters that the design philosophy that goes into the construction 

of the current state of AI facilitators needs a new approach. One cannot really facilitate a child’s learning 

process by focusing on the complexity of a smart system that is fitted as an adaptive problem solver 

within the problem space of a child. In order to then design systems that really facilitate learning one 

has to focus on the child and its basic mechanisms of learning. A renewed design philosophy that 

incorporates a theoretical understanding of what makes learning really happen in a child and allowing 

the child to be the creator of its meaning, allows one to critically reflect on the impact of the elementary 

forms of learning and the way that design teams should approach constructions of AI systems if they are 

truly to be facilitators of the child’s learning process. The most compelling reason however to critically 

argue on the need of such a philosophy is that with the right approach AI can in fact not be all that 

useless and can have an impact outside of its objective universe, thereby forwarding the view of AI 

systems as more than just sophisticated problem solvers.    
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III. Project Implementation based on Design Philosophy 

 

 

Fig  1.1 

Based on the considerations of a child focused design philosophy, the project implementation then 

involves the construction of an anthropomorphic learning facilitator in a shared interaction environment 

with the child where the focus is on the minimally complex design of the facilitator that provides a 

creative stimulus to the child to facilitate its learning. This stimulus is based on the theoretical 

understanding of imitative behavior and symbolic play in their developmental role in learning.  

 

Accordingly, the behavior of the AI facilitator then involves the constant provision of this stimulus 

through a simple movement repertoire that involves action and play directed behavior. In the former, 

the facilitator uses its robotic arms and mobility base to create meaningful gestures such as clap, dance, 

rotate, embrace and tries to make simple creative modifications of these movements through 

manipulating the inverse kinematic variables. In the latter, the facilitator involves itself in object play 

with the child such that it uses its vision system to pickup blocks of objects and arrange them to create 

different patterns. The goal of the facilitator is thus to show the child a world of creative possibilities 

by providing the child with a mix of random, goal-directed and playful stimuli such that they induce 

forms of learning in the child as opposed to providing it with fixed solutions to problems, while 

providing a sensorimotor exploration of its environment. The aim of the thesis and project is thus to 

allow for a critical reflection on the view of AI in the child facilitation problem through formulation of an 

alternative child-centered design philosophy. 
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Section II - Project Proposal 

 

I. Design Considerations 

 

 
 

Starting a new project is always a challenging undertaking. The reasons are too many but as I have learnt 

from the previous project, one has to minimize the number of unknown variables. During the 

construction of the omniwheel base assembly, the unknowns were mainly that of being able to interface 

a wireless system for a mobility platform and the precise construction of the base for a custom grid 

traversal, the latter of which took the maximum time since code was written completely from scratch 

for interfacing with an autonomous base. With this new project, I intend to use all the project assets 

from the previous one and build a simple and interactive structural construction on top of the 

omniwheel platform. The task defined is then of building an anthropomorphic robotic structure that is 

not too time consuming to build and is guaranteed to work. The task is also one of providing this entity 

with vision and manipulators to make it convincing enough on theoretical lines to attempt a robotic 

construction in the first place. The solutions that I have then found as shown above are to utilize 

existent open source libraries for vision and visual servoing tasks that have already defined solutions to 

problems pertaining to this project while implementing simple structural and hardware designs. 
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II. Robot Structural and Component Configuration 

 

Fig  1.2 

The structural and component configuration of the robot will build on top of the existent omniwheel 

base design from The Human Game Machine. Starting with the design consideration of providing the 

robot with the most flexible movement repertoire for imitation inducing and play movements while 

keeping practical design consideration in mind, a certain minimal number of degrees of freedom will be 

incorporated by implementing a combination of high and low torque servos. The aim will be to achieve a 

very simple structural design that allows the creation of an anthropomorphic form and functionality  for 

of a mobile robot that navigates its environment and interact with the child. The mobility will be 

provided by the already built omniwheel assembly while interactivity and functionality will be achieved 

primarily by two robotic arms made out of custom and off-the shelf components such as grippers that 

are detailed in the next section. The already built custom ATMEGA-168 circuit that is RF enabled and 

extended for up to 24 servos will be used so that no significant basic electronic design changes occur. 

The only electronic component that will need interfacing is the vision system of the robot that will use 

the open source architecture of the CMUcam3 to build on its wireless mote functionality that can be 

interfaced directly with the XBee radio for wireless vision functionality. Since the ViSP platform provides 

for both eye-in-hand and eye-to-hand based configurations of a vision system, the camera can be 

incorporated both in an off the shelf Pan and Tilt Camera Turret or it can be mounted on the wrist.  The 

structural base will either be metal or the light and strong Lexan 9034 polycarbonate material. 
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III. Robotic Arm Configuration 

 

 

Fig  1.3 

The Robotic Arm is a 5 DOF Arm having shoulder, arm, elbow, wrist and gripper rotations to allow the 

robot to flexibly grasp an object within its vicinity while keeping in mind the overall design consideration 

of not increasing the degrees of freedom which would make the custom C++ code written on top of 

ViSP’s  inverse kinematics engine unnecessarily complex. ViSP provides a generic interface for robot 

manipulators up to 6 DOF, but in this case 5 would suffice.  To keep the construction of the arm light and 

strong, any polycarbonate based material such as Lexan 9034 or PVC Sheet will be used. The choice of 

servos that provide the necessary torque for needed manipulation has been made after referring to a 

number of existent and marketed robotic arms. The arm from the base up to the wrist will be custom 

made while the gripper will be integrated as a separate modular piece that is sold as is by a popular 

hobbyist store called as Lynxmotion.com 

  

Two such robotic arms will be constructed that will be fused into the upper torso of the robot. The arms 

will be located at an appropriate level above the ground such that when the shoulder servo is pulsed to 

180 degrees and the elbow servo is pulsed at 90 degrees the gripper should easily be able to position 

itself within the reach of a play object.  To serve the minimally required objectives of the project, only 

one of the arms will be equipped with an IEEE 1394 vision camera or CMUcam3 for Eye-in-hand 

configuration provided by ViSP while the other arm will be used for non-grasping tasks of the robot. 
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IV. Robot Control and Communication Architecture 

 

 

Since the focus is on the dynamic interaction that emerges over time between the robot and the child, 

the custom microcontroller logic that allows for the behavior of the robot is kept to a minimum while 

moving most of the demanding visuo-processing tasks to a computer running OSX or Linux with the 

powerful and open source ViSP: Visuo Servoing Platform. The robot repertoire involves play and 

imitation inducing action behaviors such as clap, dance, rotate, embrace, pickup, move and arrange 

objects that allow for the child to learn from the behavior of the robot. These repertoires are at their 

very basic level are converted into servo pulses for the robotic arms and so what is required is a piece of 

software that allows for the generation of inverse kinematics values for desired robotic arm positions.  

ViSP provides the necessary functionality of calculating these pulses while providing powerful image 

processing, pose estimation and eye-to-hand reference frame translation functions that makes the task 

of positioning a robot to grasp an object in 3D space simply a matter of calling the appropriate functions 

from the library. All that then is required to interface the robot with ViSP is a wireless video camera 

which is provided through CMUcam3’s wireless mote interfacing design with a simple Xbee radio. The 

microcontroller logic of the robot is capable enough of making simple variations on existing behaviors.    
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V.  ViSP: A C++ Library for Visual Servoing Applications 

 

ViSP i.e. Visual Servoing Platform is a complete software environment that features a large library of 

elementary tasks with various visual features that can be combined together, an image processing 

library that allows the tracking of visual cues at video rate, a simulator, an interface with various classical 

framegrabbers, and a robot controller that interfaces with generic robotic arms up to 6 DOF. The 

platform implemented in C++ under Linux has independence with respect to hardware, simplicity, 

extendibility, and portability. 

VI. Physics of Visual Servoing provided by ViSP 
 
Visual servoing techniques consist of using the data provided by one or several cameras in order to 
control the motion of a robotic system. A large variety of positioning or target tracking tasks can be 
implemented by controlling from one to all degrees of freedom of the system.  
 
Whatever the sensor configuration, which can vary from one camera mounted on the robot end effector 
to several free-standing cameras, a set of visual features s must be designed from the visual 
measurements x( t) (s = s(x( t ))), allowing control of the desired degrees of freedom. A control law also 
must be designed so that these features s reach a desired value s∗, defining a correct realization of the 
task. A desired trajectory s∗( t ) can also be tracked. The control principle is thus to regulate the error 
vector s − s∗ to zero. 
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With ViSP one need not worry about the most difficult visuo-servoing tasks that are the eye-in-hand and 
eye-to-hand configurations. Various control laws have been implemented that consider the eye-in-hand 
or eye-to-hand systems and various formulations of the model of the interaction matrix Ls. Along with 
the interaction matrix Ls, Jacobian Js, its pseudoinverse J+s and its null space, the corresponding 

projection operator (W+ and I −W+W) is also computed if a secondary task must be added to the main 
visual task. 
 
From the standpoint of the end user programmer, ViSP allows for a direct take-from library-and-
implement approach so that one does not have to deal with underlying physics. One can simply take the 
basic building blocks required for the application, call the needed classes and do fast prototyping of 
visual servoing tasks.  For e.g. ViSP provides the vpBaseFeatures class that allows the computation of the 
visual features s from the measurements in the image x( t)) or the vpServo robot controller class that 
allows for the direct manipulation of features in terms of vectors and matrices sent to the physical arm. 
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VII. Additional Project Specific Features provided by ViSP 
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VIII. Sample Visuo Servoing Code 
 

 
Email support for ViSP is provided by: 
Fabien Spindler, Equipe Lagadic, Irisa - Inria  
Campus universitaire de Beaulieu 35042 Rennes cedex France  
Tel:  +33 2.99.84.75.10, Fax: +33 2.99.84.71.71  
E-mail: Fabien.Spindler@irisa.fr, web: http://www.irisa.fr/lagadic 

mailto:Fabien.Spindler@irisa.fr
http://www.irisa.fr/lagadic
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IX. Screenshot showing custom ViSP code and wireless interface to robot 
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X. Project Requirements 
 
Since all other academic requirements are satisfied I have long working days available with me 
 

Omniwheel Base from Human Game Machine 
 
HS-81 Micro Servo - 36 oz-in 
HS-311 Servo - 42 oz-in  
Hs-422 Servo - 46 oz-in   
HS-325 BB Servo - 51 oz-in 
HS-545 BB Servo - 61 oz-in 
 
Gripper Kit from LynxMotion.com 
Lexan 9034 sheets 
CMUcam3 Embedded Vision Camera 
CMUcam3 Pan and Tilt Camera Turret 
XBee Radios 
Power Supply Batteries 
Visp Software Library downloadable from:  http://www.irisa.fr/lagadic/visp/download.html  
Linux or OSX computer 
 
Building Blocks 
Child - Arman (Found at Lee’s Sandwiches): 19 months and 13 days old when last met 

 
 
XI.   Project Timeline 
 
 

Project: 46-50 days 
 
Order Materials – 3 days (Fast Shipping)  
Robotic Arms – 6 days 
Upper Torso – 5 days 
Interface with ViSP – 5 days 
Custom Electronics – 1 week 
Custom Code on top of Visp – 1 week 
Integration – 1 week 
Deployment and Testing – 1 week 
 
Thesis: 20-25 days 
 
Overall Completion Time: 2 and half months 
 
Targeting Fall 2008 Graduation 
No problem with Visa Status: Already on Optional Practical Training – Can be around for 17 months 

 
 
 


